
Daily Mile Update! 

        The children look great with their new  purple 
wristbands and should be very proud to wear them!! 
Last week we ran 289 mile; in the whole term we 
managed to complete a massive 1848 miles! 

 A really well done to everyone who performed in their 
Christmas Productions last week. In every show we witnessed 
amazing acting and brilliant singing—the children were (and are) 
truly wonderful! Thank you to all those who came to support and 
to the children and staff for their tremendous hard work. There is 

nothing better than working in a school...especially at Christmas time! 

 It has been  a very busy time since September with a host of  activities, visitors, 
events and of course, tremendous hard work in every class by every child! I 
would like to personally thank you for all your support since the start of term, it 
has been (and will continue to be) gratefully appreciated  - I trust that Santa 
brings you all you wish for! 

 Just to remind you all that the  children are due to return on Wednesday 4th  
January; ready for another great year! 

On behalf of the staff here at Kemsley Primary Academy I 
would like to wish you all a very Merry Christmas and fantastic 

New Year.  

Dates For Your Diary! 

Monday 19th  December 

Nutcracker Dance to School 

Tuesday 20th December 

Holy Trinity Church Service 10.00  

Pantomime for KS1 at school (PM) 

Wednesday 21st  December 

Final Day—close 14.00 

Wednesday 4th 

School starts. Accelerated Reader:  Well done to everyone who has reached their targets—the reading this 
term has been fantastic and we know that the children have enjoyed trying to and     
reaching their targets! Over the term we have managed to read 1,932 books, passed 1536 AR 
tests and managed to read a whopping 6,584,309 words! Wow! Wow! Wow! This is  
amazing and I know the children will want to surpass this total next term and show us all 
what they can achieve! I wonder if they have asked Santa for books this year?! 

Holy Trinity Milton Regis. 

Christmas Eve Crib Service: 24.12.16 
@ 3.00 P.M. 

Christmas Eve Midnight Mass: 
24.12.16 @ 11.00pm 

Christmas Day Family Service: 

25.12.16 @ 10.00A.M. 

Praise and Thank You! 
Sycamore Year 6 staff would like to praise and thank Baillie for making excellent progress in his arithmetic this term. Praise also to Fran. Honey 

and Ronnie for writing fantastic diary entries and also to Ross, Freddie, Max and Teddy for learning their lines for the Church Service so 

well.                                                         
Maths Master: Jean-Luc for mastering the use of BODMAS last week.                                                                                                        

Writer of the Week:  Fortune, for using an impressive range of high level vocabulary. 

Birch Year 5 staff would like to praise and thank the whole class for their excellent behaviour at the Swallows whilst watching the pantomime 

and for their superb effort, acting and singing in their Christmas production. Special mention to ‘Barbara’ for her performance at the 

pantomime!                                                                                                                                                                              

Maths Master: Chelsey, for her work measuring angles.                                                                                                                            

Writer of the Week: Johnathan for an excellent comic strip. 

Ash The staff would like to praise and thank the whole class for their superb performances during our Christmas play. A special well done 
for Olivia H and Luke S for learning all their lines and to Keane and Daniel for their amazing enthusiasm playing the elves!                                                                                                                                            
Maths Master: Mae, for calculating some tricky problems about perimeter.                                                                                

Writer of the Week: Scarlett, for her fantastic poem on a US landmark. 

Beech The staff would like to praise the whole class for their fantastic Christmas production. 

Maths Master: Augustas, for recognising a pattern when solving a tricky problem.                                                                      

Writer of the Week:  Mark, for writing a great advert about going to Florida. 

Maple The year 2 staff would like to praise and thank the whole class for their fantastic effort in the Christmas Play—really well done!             
Maths Master: Alexia, for excellent knowledge of place value.                                                                                                           

Writer of the Week: Suzie, for fantastic improvement with her Spelling, Punctuation and Grammar.   

Willow The staff would like to praise and thank the whole class for their excellent efforts, singing and acting during our Christmas production. 
Extra praise to Jack for overcoming his fears and being an amazing shepherd!                                                                              
Maths Master:  Cassie, for applying her knowledge of number bonds to 10 to solve a puzzle in her Christmas maths pack!                                          

Writer of the Week: Marina, for her beautiful and much improved handwriting in her Christmas card to her mummy. 

Oak The staff in Oak would like to praise and thank the whole class for some amazing acting and speaking in our Nativity. We are so proud 
of you all!                                                                                                                                                                                 
Maths Master:  George, for lining up paint and water pots in order from the tallest to the smallest. George took his time and thought 
hard about what he was doing.                                                                                                                                                   

Writer of the Week: Dexter, for independently writing some lovely cards to his family during choosing time. 

Cherry The staff would like to praise and thank all the children for their fantastic Christmas performances last week. We are so proud of them 
all—really well done! They would also like to say well done to Toby, Jacob, Sienna and Oliver B for perseverance in our daily run!                         
Maths Masters: Oliver D for recognising his numbers 1-12.                                                                                                       

Writer of the Week: Jacob, for trying really hard to write his name. 

Attendance!  

As a school we dipped slightly last week reaching 96.8% - this is still 
a little way off our aim of 98% but I know we will get there! Class 
of the week were year 1 (again) with 98.7% last week—we can’t wait 
until we see 100% from a class! 

Week Beginning: 19th December 

MESSAGES 



Christmas Stars! 

  

Nursery: 

Sienna, for always coming into Nursery with a fantastic smile on 

her face, ready to listen and learn with all her friends. 

Reception:  

Mia, for being an excellent Mary in the Nativity. She knew when 

to come on and off the stage and helped everyone in the class. 

Year 1: 

Oliver, for doing an excellent job with the PowerPoint and magi-

cal behaviour this week. 

Year2: 

Nathan, for overcoming his fears and giving a fantastic perfor-

mance in the Christmas Play. 

Year 3: 

Auchan, for a fantastic change in attitude and behaviour—well 

done! 

Year 4: 

Daniel, for excellent learning behaviour and concentration all 

week! 

Year 5: 

Madi S, for her superb effort all term. 

Year 6: 

James, for concentrating so well on his diary entry last week. 


